CONTRA COSTA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
APPLICATION FOR PREQUALIFICATION FOR GENERAL AND PRIME CONTRACTORS FOR LMC L-636 PHYSICAL EDUCATION & STUDENT UNION COMPLEX
at Los Medanos College

Date: March 21, 2017

NOTICE TO ALL GENERAL CONTRACTORS:
You are hereby notified of the following clarifications below. This Addendum shall supersede the original Contract Documents and wherein it contradicts the same, and shall take precedence over anything to the contrary therein. All other conditions remain unchanged.

This Addendum forms a part of the Application for Prequalification for General and Prime Contractors Documents and modifies the original Application for Prequalification for General and Prime Contractors Documents dated March 7, 2017

REVISIONS & CLARIFICATIONS:
QUESTION: Section 7 – Recent Construction Projects Completed Form – instructs to include projects greater than $45,000,000 and notes at the bottom that we may submit additional projects using this form for projects completed that had construction costs greater than $40,000,000. However, Sections 5 and 6 instruct us to include details on projects with values less than these amounts.

• Section 5, question 5: public works nonresidential, commercial building construction projects, each with single initial contract values GREATER THAN $25,000,000 within the last five (5) years;
• Section 5, question 6: K-12 or higher education construction projects in California within the last five (5) years, with single initial contract values GREATER THAN $20,000,000; and
• Section 6, question 15: During the last five (5) years, K-12 or higher education construction projects in California, with single contract values GREATER THAN $30,000,000.

RESPONSE: The headers in Section 6, 7, 8 and 9 did not follow through from the rest of the document. Strike $45,000,000 in those section headers and replace with $40,000,000.

While this Prequalification Application is for projects over $40,000,000, Section 5 and 6 questions ask for projects with different dollar values. This is intentional.

================================================================================
For Clarifications:
Jovan Esprit at Email Address: jesprit@4cd.edu or Phone: (925)229-6959

END OF ADDENDUM #1